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You have been sent this e-mail because you are a customer/subscriber or because we think you may be interested in our
newsletter. If you do NOT wish to receive our news, simply reply to this newsletter with the word 'Unsubscribe' as the subject

http://www.paulskilleterbooks.co.uk/
In this newsletter: Urs Schmid's XK 120 Vol 2 Book available in English, offers, XK 120 Explored progress and general
items

Jaguar XK120 - The Anatomy of a Cult Object Volume 2 

NEW! NOW AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH as well as the German language edition. 

Last week I finally received the long-awaited English language edition of Urs Schmid's fantastic second volume about the Jaguar XK 120.
Having admired the pictures in the original German language book, I could now enjoy reading the text! Urs Schmid's first volume was
published ten years ago and made a big impact, attracting much praise from owners and experts, but the English edition of the second volume
has been a long time coming. Finally it's here, and we can offer it along with the German version – plus Vol 1 in both languages.

Whilst Volume 1 (as mentioned, still available from us) covered mostly the technical components and vehicle construction, in Volume 2 the
author records the fine details of the engine compartment, interior, boot, body trim and optional extras, while also providing contemporary
documentation (such as the paperwork that accompanied cars when new, manuals, catalogues and advertising material). Colour finishes are
examined in detail (including body colour schemes, colour swatches and paint mixing formulas). The countless modifications and changes to
the basic configuration made to the XK 120 during its production are also described in depth, with a painstaking thoroughness and a love for
detail to which probably no other single model series has ever before been subjected. 
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The appendix includes a chronology of trim changes, a list of 1950s suppliers to Jaguar, an international schedule of competition successes as
well as a comprehensive sporting history of the private Swiss XK 120 owners - an aspect of the XK 120 legend previously given far too little
attention in Jaguar literature. 

Crucially, in his quest for authenticity the author once again bases his research on the examination of original, unrestored XK 120s and
components. The result is a comprehensive collection of colour and black and white photographs and illustrations which are totally authentic
and illustrate all the details described in the text. So the book transports the reader on a fascinating journey into the world of XK originality. 

The sheer inexhaustible amount of information is further enhanced by the aesthetic photographic treatment and the artistic presentation of the
material. Hence the work does full justice to the style icon that was the XK 120. It will surely serve to preserve the heritage of a motoring
legend for the generations to come while being an essential aid to those restoring or improving an XK 120. 

It comes complete with an outer dust cover and this English language standard version is bound in the original Suede Green shade of Rexine
as used for the XK120 interiors, this material coming from a special run of Rexine from the original suppliers in England. 

The book runs to 320 pages and contains some 1,200 photographs, and the size is 9 x 11.75 inches (23 x 30cm).  The cost is £156.00 (little
more than the price of two tanks of fuel in a Jaguar!) plus shipping according to where it is delivered. More details, order form and sample
pages on our website 

Also available again is Volume 1 in both German and English language editions.

FANTASTIC  BARGAIN OFFERS!

   

If you haven't taken a look at our website recently, perhaps you don't know that we have introduced some great new offers featuring
our highly popular Lister-Jaguar book.

Lister-Jaguar – Brian Lister and the cars from Cambridge was launched with Brian Lister and many of the old Lister team at Race Retro in
March 2010, and was written with Brian's full co-operation, so benefiting from many previously unseen new photographs and period literature
from his personal records. The heyday of the Lister was in the 1950s when first the Bristol-engined then the Jaguar-engined cars proved
dominant in their fields.

Now, as well as offering the book at the lower price of £29.00, for UK purchasers we have arranged some very special offers in combination
with some of our other titles, as below:-

Buy our latest book, XJ13, and the Lister book for only £85.00 inc. delivery UK! Saves £40
Buy our evergreen Norman Dewis book and the Lister book for £64.00 inc. delivery UK! Saves £61
Buy our Mike Hawthorn Golden Boy book and the Lister book for £69.00 inc. delivery UK! Saves £41

Although we can't make this free-delivery offer to overseas customers, if you buy the two books together there will still be savings – please
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enquire.

Select an image above to order or view the details of the offer ....

XK 120 EXPLORED – NOW BEING DESIGNED FOR PRODUCTION!

Example jacket - may change!

We have now received all the material from author Bernard Viart for his follow-up book to the best-selling XK 140
Explored, and designer Mike Mattock is now preparing this for the printer; if all goes well we expect delivery in
September/October 2012. I now know for certain that Bernard was correct in telling me that XK 120 Explored is
going to be even better than XK 140 Explored! The quality and detail of the drawings are both improved and the level
of detail is, if anything, higher.

All types of XK 120 are covered. There is much detail on the aluminium-bodied open two-seaters and their wood frames, before the book
moves on to the production steel-bodied roadsters (early and late types), then the fixedhead and drophead coupes.

As before, the cars are dissected by means of some 2,500 individual drawings (hundreds more than in XK 140 Explored!) in some 400
plates, most in colour, and almost every part, nut, bolt and washer are shown – and, of vital importance, where they are located on the car.
These books make it far more practical to buy and restore a disassembled or incomplete XK, because Bernard Viart provides these vital visual
references to what every part looks like and where it should go, including all the wiring in colour. Even if you won't be restoring an XK 120,
this book gives a unique analysis of how the XK 120 was made and assembled.

In addition to the drawings, conventional chapters provide a full description of the car, including its production and competition career,
profusely illustrated with superb period photographs and literature. Many of these illustrations will be unfamiliar even to the expert.

As before, the book will be of the highest quality as regards printing and paper, and will be available in standard and slip-cased
leather bound form (the latter limited to 120 copies only).  Prices will be no more than for XK 140 Explored (GBP75.00 and
GBP150.00 respectively), and the standard editions might even be cheaper if we get plenty of advance orders.  So if you want to get on
our XK 120 Explored interest list then please contact us either by replying to this e-mail and stating your interest, or by using the
Contact form on the web site.

Here are some examples from the 400 plates to whet your appetite:
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We will shortly be placing sample pages from the book on our website, so keep on eye out for them! In the meantime,
you can express your interest via our Contact page:

http://www.paulskilleterbooks.co.uk/contact_us.php

XK 140 EXPLORED – LEATHER EDITION NOW POST-FREE WORLDWIDE

We have now temporarily run out of standard editions of XK 140 Explored;  the reprint is in progress
but we do not expected the fresh supply to be  available until September this year.

To compensate for this, we are now  offering FREE DELIVERY UK AND WORLDWIDE on the slip-
cased leather edition, of which we have a limited number left. This is a saving of up  to £22.00. However, we
do mean a limited number, so if you require a copy of this book before the autumn, we advise you to make a
purchase soon - especially as the  leather edition will not be reprinted.

Order from:
http://www.paulskilleterbooks.co.uk/product_info.php?products_id=99

XJ13- the definitive story of the Jaguar Le Mans car and the V12 engine that powered it
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Peter Wilson's book on this fabulous mid-engine race car has certainly hit the mark, and has been selected as Book of the Month by
both Octane and Classic & Sportscar magazines.

We are retaining our special offer of free UK delivery (overseas is extra) included in the list price of £75.00, or you can take advantage of the
dual offer with the Lister-Jaguar book mentioned above.

Order from:
http://www.paulskilleterbooks.co.uk/product_info.php?products_id=117

XJ13 LEATHER EDITION – WORLDWIDE DELIVERY FREE!
The slip-cased leather numbered edition, limited to 100 copies, signed by Peter Wilson and Mike Kimberley at the
launch party, is still available but now at £150.00 including WORLDWIDE FREE DELIVERY!! :-)

This is a limited offer so take advantage of it soon, as you will save up to £30.00 (it's a very heavy book!).

Order NOW from:
http://www.paulskilleterbooks.co.uk/product_info.php?products_id=117

Ian Cooling’s 2012 Jaguar Automobilia Auction will launch soon. Ian has already started cataloguing and if you have anything you would like
to enter, or would like to discuss a valuation with Ian, just e-mail him on ian.cooling@invictanet.co.uk or phone him on 01233 812416.

If you would like some more information on the auction itself, full details are on Ian’s website, including an illustrated copy of last year’s 
catalogue along with prices realised. His website address is http://www.jaguarautomobilia.com/
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

That's it for now - hope to hear from you!

Paul Skilleter
Barton-on-Sea

http://www.paulskilleterbooks.co.uk/
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